
SAMPLE TEST – PROJECT 3 SERBIAN EDITION (UNITS 3-4) 
 

 

I) Put the words in the correct order:          _____/5 

1. were-you-night-What-last-doing? 

____________________________________________________________________ 

2. police-Were-talking-owner-the-the-to? 

____________________________________________________________________ 

3. all-was-night-He-driving. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

4. postman-at-The-the-barking-dogs-were. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

5. wasn’t-a-He-hat-wearing. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

II) Past Continuous or Past Simple:         _____/10 

It (1.be)____________________about two o'clock in the morning two weeks ago. A dog 

(2.bark) ____________________loudly outside my window so I (3.get up) 

____________________ and (4.look)  ____________________out. I could see that 

someone (5.climb)  ____________________up a ladder towards my bedroom window. I 

(6.phone)  ____________________ the police when I (7.hear)  ____________________  

a knock on the window. I (8.look)  ____________________up. My brother (9.wave)  

____________________ and he (10.shout) ____________________, "Let me in! I've 

forgotten my keys!" 

        

 

III) Word building:          _____/5 

 1. It’s a door. It’s in front. A _______________ 

 2. It’s a floor. It’s in the kitchen. A _______________ 

 3. They’re glasses. You use them to protect yourself from the sun. _______________ 

 4. It’s a phone. It’s mobile. A _______________ 

 5. It’s a ball. We use it for golf. A _______________ 

 

 

IV) Match the words in A to the words in B:                    _____/5  

            A                                   B                     A    B 

 1. forest    a) a picture                          1    __ 

 2. volcanic    b) the radio                   2    __ 

 3. scan              c) eruption                 3    __ 

 4. have    d) fire                 4    __ 

 5. listen to    e) a party             5    __ 

 

 

 

 



 

V) Complete the dialogue with the appropriate article a/an, the, / :    _____/10 

A:  Excuse me. Is there (1) _____ museum near here? 

B:  Go down here till you come to (2) _____roundabout. Turn left at (3) _____ roundabout, 

then take (4) _____ third turning on (5) _____ right. There’s (6) _____ shop on (7) _____ 

corner. Go down there and you’ll see (8) _____ park on (9) _____ left. (10) _____ museum 

is next to it. 

 

 

VI) Choose and write the best word:         _____/5 
 

nothing   something   everything   anything   nobody   somebody   everybody   anybody 

nowhere   somewhere   everywhere   anywhere 
 

  

 1. Is ____________________ all right? You seem nervous.  

 2. ____________________ broke into Peter’s room.  

 3. I’ve lost my wallet ____________________. 

 4. There was ____________________ in the fridge, so I had to go out and eat. 

 5. I’m sure I heard a knock on the door, but there was ____________________ there. 

 

 

VII) Fill in:                             _____/10           
 

hurricanes       journey       must be       shall we       set       dam    
    tailor       pavement        wheel        explosion 

 

 

1. London Eye is the biggest ______________________________ of its kind in the world. 

2. It was a long _____________________________, but after four days, he arrived in London. 

3. A _____________________________ is a wall built across a river to stop the water from 

flowing. 

4. The bomb caused a loud ______________________________. 

5. ______________________________ bring very strong winds and a lot of rain.  

6. A ______________________________ is someone who makes clothes. 

7. A ______________________________ is a side of a road that people can walk on.  

8. My mum ______________________________ the table. Let’s eat! 

9.  ______________________________ go and see that film? 

10. What?! You ______________________________ joking! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

KEY         TOTAL: 50 POINTS 

 

I)    1. What were you doing last night? 

 2. Were the police talking to the owner? 

 3. He was driving all night. 

 4. The dogs were barking at the postman. 

 5. He wasn’t wearing a hat. 

 

II)    1.was    2.was barking      3.got up      4.looked       5.was climbing       

 6.was phoning      7.heard      8.looked             9.was waving      10.was shouting 

 

III) 1. front door     2. kitchen floor     3. sunglasses     4. mobile phone     5. golf ball 

 

IV) 1d     2c     3a     4e     5b 

 

V)  (1) a     (2) a     (3) the     (4) the     (5) the     (6) a     (7) the     (8) a     (9) the     (10) the           

 

VI) 1. everything   2. somebody   3. somewhere   4. nothing   5. nobody  

 

VII) 1. wheel 2. journey  3. dam  4. explosion  5. hurricanes 

 6. tailor 7. pavement  8. set   9. shall we  10. must be  


